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Abstract: 
      This paper presents new techniques for noise reduction depending on filters. The two 
proposed filters are to simulate and improve the effects of two kinds of smoothing filters: 
Mean and Median filters. These two filters are of amplitude and statistic kinds but they are 
vibrated between the linear and nonlinear kinds.The first proposed filter takes the average of 
mean and median filters for each pixel in the image as a new pixel in the filtered image. While 
the second filter takes the average of the W median intensity values in the mask (H×W) for 
each pixel in the image as a new pixel in the filtered image.Simulations show that the 
proposed filters work well in suppressing two different kinds of noise: Poisson and Gaussian 
from both images grayscale and RGB while preserving image details. 
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1. Introduction: 
    In the last decades, the field of Image 
Processing (IP) became more and more 
attractive, sustained by the continuous 
advance of electrical and computer 
engineering. The increase of computer 
(processing) power allows considering 
successfully various applications. The 
typical image processing system consists 
of several different building blocks that 
perform distinctive tasks. Among them, the 
image enhancement stage is one of the 
most common encountered processing 
steps [2]. Image enhancement techniques 
are used to improve an image, where 
‘ improve’ is sometimes defined objectively 
e.g., increase the Signal-to-Noise Ratio, 
and sometimes subjectively (e.g., make 
certain features easier to see by modifying 
the colors or intensities) [5]. The image 
enhancement techniques are based on 
either spatial or frequency domain 
techniques. The spatial domain refers to 
the image plane itself, and approaches in 
this category are based on a direct 
manipulation of pixels in an image. 

Frequency domain processing techniques 
are based on modifying the Fourier 
transform of an image. Also, one can deals 
with image enhancement techniques that 
are based either on point processing, which 
modified the intensity of a pixel 
independently of the nature of its 
neighbors or on mask processing. Masks 
are defined as small sub-images used in 
local processing to modify each pixel in 
the image to be enhanced. 
The spatial domain refers to the aggregate 
of pixels composing an image, and spatial 
domain methods are procedures that 
operate directly on these pixels. The 
functions in the spatial domain may be 
expressed as [14]: 

  

   
      

Where, f(x, y) is the input image, g(x, y) is 
the processed image, and T is an operator 
on f, defined over some neighborhood of 
(x, y). 

( ) ( )[ ]yxfTyxg ,, = (1)...  
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The principal approach to defining a 
neighborhood about (x, y) is to use a 
square or rectangular mask area centered at 
(x, y), as Figure (1) shows. The center of 
the mask is moved from pixel to pixel 
starting, say, at the top left corner and 
applying the operator at each location (x, 
y) to yield g at that location. As Figure (1) 
shows, some of the pixels in a 
neighborhood may be missing, especially 
if the center pixel is on the border of the 
image. Notice that in the figure, the upper 
left and bottom right neighborhoods 
include "pixels" that are not part of the 
image. To process these neighborhoods 

they require to pad the borders of the 
image, usually with 0's. In other words, 
these functions process the border pixels 
by assuming that the image is surrounded 
by additional rows and columns of 0's. 
These rows and columns do not become 
part of the output image and are used only 
as parts of the neighborhoods of the actual 
pixels in the image [5, 9]. 
 In this work, we found from experience 
(see Table (1)), that padding the additional 
rows and columns by the same border of 
the image gives results better than when 
padding it with 0's or 1's, so the first one 
was used. 

 

 

 
Table (1): Comparative Results in PSNR (dB) of Filtering Different 8-bits Grayscale Images 

Corrupted by Poisson Noise with Multi Different Way Fill Border. 

 
 

 

(x,y) 

Image 

Figure (1): A 3x3 Mask about a point (x, y) in an image. 
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2. Smoothing Filters: 
    Smoothing filters are used for noise 
reduction. Noise reduction is also called 
low pass filter since it leaves the low 
frequency components unchanged [9, 11]. 
The proposed filters techniques in the work 
are to simulate and improve the effects of 

two kinds of smoothing filters. These two 
filters are of amplitude and statistic kinds 
but they are vibrated between the linear 
and nonlinear kinds. These two filters as 
stated below: 

 
a. Average Filter (AVG) 
The Average Filter also called Mean Filter 
is a linear filter. It takes the average of 
intensity values in an (H×W) region of 

each pixel (usually H=W) as the new pixel 
value for the image (M × N), that is: 

 

AVG (i, j) = mean { u(r, c) , i ≤ r ≤ i+H-1  and  j ≤ c ≤ j+W-1 }                              . . . (2) 
                                                              1 ≤ i ≤ M , 1 ≤ j ≤ N 

Where, u  : the image after adding the 
additional rows and columns. 
M, N :  number of  rows and columns for 
original image respectively . 
The normalization factor (H×W) preserves 
the range of values of the original image. If 
we replace each pixel in the noisy image 

by the average of its local neighbors within 
an (H×W) mask then the image will be 
smoothed because averaging elements will 
reduce the noise mean towards zero. AVG 
is a simple filter for all the types of noises 
but it is more effective in removing 
additive noise [3, 15]. 

 

b. Median Filter (MED) 
Nonlinear filters are widely used in image 
processing for reducing noise without 
blurring or distorting edges [8]. Median 
filters  were among the first nonlinear 
filters used for this purpose [10]. It is the 
most common used kind of order-statistic 

filter where the pixel valued in the mask 
will be ranked then take the n-order value 
for example the minimum, maximum or 
commonly the middle (median) value, that 
is: 

 

MED (i, j) = median1 { u(r, c) , i ≤ r ≤ i+H-1  and  j ≤ c ≤ j+W-1 }                         . . . (3) 
                                                                   1 ≤ i ≤ M , 1 ≤ j ≤ N 

Where, median1  return to the middle pixel 
in the mask (H×W). 

 

The filter preserves monotonic image 
features that fill more than half the area of 
the transform window. MEDs are 
especially good at removing measurement 
noise from images. The particular 
nonlinearity of the median filter permits it 

to smooth an image without the degree of 
blurring that a linear filter with similar 
smoothing characteristics can introduce. It 
is very effective in removing impulse noise 
while preserving image detail with one 
disadvantage which is the computational 
complexity [1, 3, 5, 7, 16]. 

 
3. Proposed filters: 

    In this work two proposed filters are to 
simulate and improve the effects of two 

different kinds of smoothing filters: mean 
and median filters as shown below: 

 

• First proposed filter (Proposed1) 
This filter consists of replacing the input 
pixel by the average of the median and 

mean of the pixels in the neighborhood 
mask  (H×W), that is: 

 
Proposed1(i, j) = round { {MED(i, j) + AVG(i, j)} / 2 }                                        . . . (4) 
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                                                   Where,  1 ≤ i ≤ M , 1 ≤ j ≤ N 
 

This needs to apply the mask  (H×W) of 
the median and the mean filters to pick the 

average of the two results as the new pixel 
in the filtering image. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Second  proposed filter (Proposed2) 
 

This filter consists of replacing the input 
pixel by average of the W middle pixels in 
the neighborhood mask  (H×W), that is: 
 
 

Where, medianW  return  the W middle 
pixels in the mask (H×W). 

 

This needs to sort the pixels in the mask 
(H×W) in an ascending order and to pick 
the average of the W middle pixels as the 
new pixel in the filtering image. 

 
 

Proposed2(i, j) = mean{ medianW {u(r, c) , i ≤ r ≤ i+H-1 and j ≤ c ≤ j+W-1 } }   . . . (5) 
                                                                                         1 ≤ i ≤ M , 1 ≤ j ≤ N 

 

4. Experimental Results: 
The proposed filters were tested using 
various types of images: 8-bit  grayscale 
and   24-bit  RGB images  degraded by two 
different types of noise: Poisson and 
Gaussian. 
The performances of the proposed filters 
were compared with the median (MED) 
filter and the average (AVG) filter. There 
are many performance measures available 
and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) 
which was calculated by equal (7) [13] has 
been adopted as the objective criterion to 
evaluate the performance of the filters in 
our experiment. In all tests, a filtering 
mask of (3x3) size slides from pixel to 
pixel in rater scanning fashion. 
 

 
  

The PSNR in decibels (dB) is computed by 
using: 
 

 
 

Here, A and B the original and filtering 
images (M×N) respectively. MaxA is the 
maximum pixel value of the image A.  
MSE is the mean squared error. 
For color images with three RGB values 
per pixel, we applied each filter on the 
matrix of each color (Red, Green, Blue) 
separately then combined the three 

resulting 8-bit grayscale images to get the 
filtered 24-bit RGB image and the 
definition of PSNR is the same except the 
MSE is the sum over all squared value 
differences divided by image size and three 
[13]. 
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed 
filters in processing different images, we 
tested the filters more than twenty times in 
each test different image was used, Tables 
(1) and (2) present the comparison results 
for two types of images grayscale and 
RGB [5] degraded by Poisson and 
Gaussian noises [4, 6, 12]. It can be 
noticed that the better performance of the 
proposed filters from these tables that 
PSNR values of our filters are bigger than 
of the other filtering methods under study. 
Figure (2) shows the results of one of these 
test.  
Many tests are achieved to illustrate the 
impact of the size of the filter mask and 
number of filter repetition on the 
performance of filters. The results show 
that sometimes we need to repeat the filter 
several times according to the user needed 
to obtain an acceptable performance. On 
the other hand, the size of the filter mask is 
usually taken to be an intermediate value to 
balance the tradeoff between noise 
smoothing and image smoothing. These 
tests are shown in Figures (3) and (4). 
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Table (2): Comparative Results in PSNR (dB) of Filtering Different 8-bits Grayscale Images 
Corrupted by Poisson and Gaussian Noise. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table (3): Comparative Results in PSNR (dB) of Filtering Different RGB Images Corrupted 

by Poisson and Gaussian Noises. 
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Original image  Noise image (by Poisson) 

 

 

 

  PSNR= 27.251 dB 

Median filter result  image  Mean filter result image 

 

 

 
PSNR=31.79 dB  PSNR=31.99    dB 

Proposed 1 filter result image  Proposed 2 filter result image 

 

 

 
PSNR = 32.293 dB  PSNR = 32.249 dB 

 

Figure (2): Image results of filters simulation for the image Lena corrupted by Poisson noise. 
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Figure (4): Effect the Number of Filter Repetition on Filters Performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (3): Effect the Mask Size of Filter on Filters Performance. 
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5.Conclusions : 
     Based on the presented results we    
concluded the followings: 

a. The proposed filters present a quite 
stable performance over a wide 
variety of different types of images 
and noises. 

b. Padding the additional rows and 
columns with the same border of 
the original image gives a better 
performance than when padding it 
with 1's and the latter gives a better 
performance than when padding it 
with 0's. 

c. Sometime we need to reiterate 
applying filters many times to 
obtain acceptable results (see 
Figure (4) the MF gives best 
performance in iteration two). 

d. The tradeoffs between noise 
reduction and the sharpness of the 
image when the mask size is 
increased. 

e. The mean of AVG and MED filters 
gives a better performance than 
when apply each filter alone to 
most test images.   
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 تحسين الصور باستخدام

  معدل-وسطي   مرشحات هجينة
 

 ميثم ابو الهيل شهيد                 عماد شعلان جبر

  جامعة البصرة, كلية العلوم, قسم علوم الحاسبات

  العراق , البصرة

 

  : المستخلص

المرشـحان المقترحـان يحاكيـان      .  جديدة لتقليل الضوضاء بالاعتماد على المرشحات      يعرض هذا البحث تقنيات       

هذان المرشحان هما من أنواع مختلفة . مرشح المعدل ومرشح الوسيط: ويحسنان نتائج نوعين من مرشحات التنعيم هما

معدل ناتجي المرشحين   المرشح المقترح الأول يقوم بحساب      . الأول خطي واتساعي بينما الثاني غير خطي وإحصائي       

أما المرشـح الثـاني فيقـوم    . الوسيط والمعدل لكل نقطة في الصورة لتمثيل قيمة النقطة الجديدة في الصورة المحسنة  

 لكل نقطة في الصورة لتمثيل القيمـة الجديـدة فـي    (H×W) قيمة وسطى من قيم الشدة في النافذة         Wبحساب معدل   

  .الصورة المحسنة

محاكاة المرشحات أظهرت أن المرشحين المقترحين يعملان بصورة جيدة في اخفاء نوعين مختلفين من الضوضاء هما 

  . مع الحفاظ على تفاصيل الصورةRGBبواسون وكاوس ولنوعين من الصور الرمادية و الملونة 
  

    مرشحات التنعيم، مرشح الوسيط، مرشح المعدل، معالجة الصور :كلمات المفاتيحال
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